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ABSTRACT

A microtiter,

solid-phase~

indirect radioimmunoassay (RIA) has

been developed and evaluated as a method for detecting poliovirus i n
water samples.
Antiserum to poliovirus Type I . LSc2ab, was prepared in rabbits,
and high titer, high avidity antiserum to rabbit globulins were radio actively labeled with

125 I by a modification of the Bolton-Hunter and

chloramine T methods to increasing specific activites .

The immunoreac-

tivity of the labeled antibodies was assessed .

After the preparation and standardization of all components of the
assay. the optimum assay conditions were determined.

These conditions

included the method of coating the microtiter wells with antigen, the
time and temperature of incubation of each antiserum, the dilution of
each antiserum, and means of reducing non-specific binding.
The RIA was conducted with varying numbers of viral plaque forming
units .

In replicate experiments, average binding ratios of 784% were

obtained when different numbers of virus were first reacted with antiserum.

This technique shows increased sensitivity over the direct

method.
These results indicate that the use of RIA to detect viruses in
water is indeed feasible.
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INTRODUCTION
The presence of viruses in water.

Viruses have been isolated from

all phases of the natural water environment including rivers and other
waters receiving treated effluents (1, 46, 64), marine and estuarine

waters (3, 49 , 80, 100), wells used to supply drinking water (72, 98),
lakes used for recreational purposes (1, 13), shellfish and areas of
shellfish culture (4, 41, 73), and from the ground near wastewater
spray irrigation proj ects (103, 117).

The viral population of waters, for the most part, consists of

those viruses which are excreted in the urine and feces of man (37).
At least 114 serotypes have been isolated from water (Table 1).

Often viruses are present at high concentrations, but their numbers vary in domestic sewage.

Although sewage treatment is often

effective in removing viruses, some can survive and are discharged into
recreational waterways and drinking water supplies (75).
Contamination of waters with viruses from animals other than man
probably occurs as well, but this has not been investigated extensively .

Quantitative studies of such contamination have not been reported .

In urban communities, fecal contamination of stormwater runoff results
from the fecal material deposited by dogs, cats and rodents (39) .
Furthermore, in one study, human enteric viruses were found in the
feces of 10% of all dogs tested (70).
reservoir of human enteric viruses .

Pets and other animals may be a

2
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Table 1 .

Human enteric viruses found in water .

Number of serotypes

Virus

3

Poliovirus
Cox sac kievirus

Group A
Group 8
Echovirus

28
8

34

Hepatitis A

1 ?

Reovirus

3

Adenovirus

(From Clarke , 1974).

37

3

The numbers of enteric viruses in water.

There is a wide range

in the numbers of viruses reported to be present in raw sewage and variou s waters.

Viruses are not a part of the normal intestinal flora as

are enteric bacteria.

They are excreted by infected individuals or

people who have recently been immunized.

This sporadic incidence re-

sults in wide fluctuations in the numbers and kinds of viruses present
in raw sewage.

The socioeconomic level of the area producing the

wastewater is a factor that influences the number and kinds of viruses
in raw sewage .

Higher numbers of viruses are present in the raw sewage

of lower socioeconomic groups (99).
The density of viruses isolated from raw sewage ranges from 2 56,000 plaque forming units (pfu) per liter with an average in the
United States of 1000 - 5000 pfu/L (60).

This average is conservative

since detection of enteric viruses is not an efficient process.
Viruses cannot replicate outside of living cells.

Their numbers are

reduced by sewage treatment, natural inactivation, dilution, and water
treatment (98).

The numbers of enteric viruses routinely found in

waters of various qualities are shown in Table 2.
The public health significance of viruses in water.

The public

health significance of the presence of viruses in water is not certain.
It is known that the enteric viruses which have been recovered from
waters can cause a wide variety of clinical manifestations including
gastrOintestinal infections, jaundice, aseptic meningitis, paralytic
diseases, pleurodynia, and myocarditis.

There have been a number of

documented waterborne outbreaks of viral disease including hepatitis,
poliomyelitis, and conjunctivitis (106, 115).

The true epidemiology of

•

Table 2.

The numbers of ent er ic viruses routinely
found in various waters.

\later quality

Secondary effluent
Chlorinated secondary effluent

pfu/L
4000
10

Surface water

0.25

Drinking water

0.01

(From Shaffer. 1976) .
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the transmission of viruses by water is difficult to ascertain .

If a

virus infection has a short and uniform incubation period and produces
a characteristic and easily recognizable disease. then an outbreak of
the disease due to Hater transmission can be determined with accuracy.

However. many viruses produce clinically observable illness in only a

small percentage of those infected, while other viruses have widely
variable incubation periods.

If an individual became infected by con-

tact with a waterborne virus, it is reasonable to assume that the
viral progeny could then be spread to others by direct human contact.
Thus, many people could be affected . but it would not be recognized
that viral transmission by water was responsible for the original incident and water would not be implicated in any epidemiological survey.
The probability is high that water is a very important factor in
the spread of viral diseases.

The number of viruses present in water

may seem low when compared to the number of enteric bacteria present;
however, it has been shown that a single infectious viral particle is
sufficient to produce infection in a susceptible host (88).

Since the

portals of infection by viral agents are oral , nasopharyngeal, exposed
mucosal surfaces, especially the eye , and fresh wounds and abrasions ,
it is apparent that water is a potential vehicle for virus disease
transmission when used for drinking, washing and recreational purposes,
as well as being a source of contamination of shellfish and effluentirrigated vegetables.

Also, viruses can be dispersed by aerosols near

turbulent waters (28).
The public health significance of animal-associated viruses in
water is another unknown consideration.

Generally, viruses are host

6
specific, but they may transcend taxonomic levels .

Agents which are

responsible for slow viral diseases are highly stable .

It is possible

that water may playa role in their transmission .
The survival of viruses in water.

Viruses can survive primary

and secondary sewage treatment, holding ponds, land spreading, and

water treatments such as chlorination and ozonation (75, 77, 101).
Viruses have been isolated from water supplies after chlorination.
Some enteric viruses are more resistant to wastewater and water treatment procedures than enteric bacteria.

They are stable over a wider

range of environmental conditions than enteric bacteria or other

viruses .

Virus survival in waters is influenced by temperature , pH,

salinity, ultraviolet irradiation, chemical agents, adsorption and
aggregation, and the microbial population of the water (24).
The processes responsible for rendering water free from infectious
viruses can be categorized

as those causing actual physical removal of

the viruses and those causing inactivation of the viruses' infectious
properties (Table 3) .
Waters containing viruses are usually treated by a combination of
these processes.

Although each process is capable of removing viruses,

variability in the efficiency of virus removal is dependent on the
water and the virus. and complete removal of viruses cannot be guaranteed.

While virus survival times do vary widely depending on many

factors, numerous studies have shown that viruses can remain infectious
for days to months in different waters and sediments (1, 75, 85. 100) .
The phenomena of viral aggregation and adsorption of virus particles to solids are important factors in the persistence of viruses

7
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Table 3.

Water and wastewater processes
~hich remove viruses.
Reference

Physical separation processes:
Sedimentation

40

Coagulation and precipitation

42

Sand filtration

94

Activated sludge

21, 59

Inactivation processes:
Chlorination

64

Ozonation

74

High pH

104

Thermal inactivation

75

Photoinactivation

78

in the environment (23, 81, 116).

Vi r us removal from water by sedi-

mentation and activated sludge treatment is not only due to settling,
but also to adsorption to soil particles and other solids which aids
in their settling.

The adsorption of viruses to solids protects them

from inactivation.

This is probably due to a combination of factors

such as stabilization of charges on the virus particle , physical trapping in crevices, and neutralization of the toxic effects of inactivating chemicals.

Thus, viruses may remain infective for indefinite

periods of time in various marine, estuarine, and fresh water sediments
and in sludges used for land-spreading.
Viral aggregation is one of the reasons that the kinetics of
physical and chemical inactivation often deviates from first order (36) .
Due to such mechanisms as multiplicity reactivation, recombination, and
complementation, a viral aggregate may be infectious even when all
virus particles present have reacted .

An example of this phenomenon

occurred when dispersed echovirus was chlorinated with loss of infectivity, but when the echovirus was aggregated, infectivity was restored
to nearly the original value (123).
Thus, the complete removal or inactivation of all viruses from
water cannot be assumed even after various water treatment processes .
Indicators of the presence of viruses in water.

Bacteria are not

suitable indicators of a water ' s quality with respect to viral contamination since viruses are more resistant to inactivation than bacteria
and since a consistent ratio between numbers of bacteria and numbers
of viruses does not exist.
contain

relativ~ly

Some waters which are free of coliforms

large numbers of enteric viruses (41).

Both polio-

9

virus and coliphage (63) have been proposed as indicators of viral
contamination.
are poliovirus.

Most coliphages are less resistant to inactivation than
The attenuated vaccine strain of poliovirus is the

better choice since it is found in relatively high frequencies in contaminated waters and grows well in suitable cell cultures.

However,

there is great variability in the numbers of poliovirus in waters and
poliovirus does not always comprise the majority of the viral population of a water.

Use of a single indicator for viral monitoring of

water may not be as feasible or as reliable as is the use of Escherichia coli for bacterial monitoring of waters.
~lethods

currently in use for the detection of viruses in water.

The method routinely used for detecting virus in water is the plaque
assay method whereby a sample is inoculated into suitable cell cultures
and they are observed for some cytopathic effect.
animal hosts are used, particularly suckling mice.

To a lesser extent,
A procedure has

been described for the direct inoculation of heavily contaminated samples into cell cultures (15).

However, this is not applicable to most

samples.
Viruses are present in most waters in such low numbers that extensive concentration procedures must first be employed to reduce the
sample to a volume that can be adequately assayed.

Many procedures

have been developed for this purpose with varying degrees of success
(33, 50).

All of the methods are based on protein concentration tech-

niques since viruses have an outer protein coat.
viruses is therefore similar to that of proteins.

The behavior of
They possess a net

charge which is a function of pH, ionic strength, and ionic composi-

10
tion, and which can therefore be manipulated.

The major types of con-

centration procedures are listed in Table 4.
Filter adsorption-elution procedures are the most widely used and
one is being evaluated as a tentative Standard Method (2).

These

methods are based on the tendency of viruses to reversibly adsorb to
various surfaces due to charge interactions (79).
water can be concentrated this way.

Large volumes of

Generally, the water sample is

first acidified and a polyvalent cation is added to increase viral adsorption to the filter.

The adsorbed viruses are then eluted with a

greatly reduced volume of an alkaline, proteinaceous eluant .

A major

problem with these methods is that the filters are easily clogged.
Various clarification pre-filtrations are often done to eliminate this
clogging, but this may remove large numbers of viruses adsorbed to suspended solids.

Also, organic matter can coat the filter, competing

with viruses for binding sites.
Depending on the sample, filter, eluant, and other variables, recoveries of seeded virus reported in the literature range from 0.5% to

92% with concentration factors ranging from 10 - 500-fold.

A portable

virus concentrator has been developed for sampling large volumes in the

field (112).
Various materials other than filters have been used to either adsorb or precipitate viruses.

Viruses are then recovered either by

elution, dissolution, or direct inoculation .
Polyvalent cation salts such as aluminum hydroxide, aluminum phosphate, calcium phosphate, lime, ferric hydroxide, and protamine sulfate
have been used for precipitation.

Recovery efficiencies reported range

11
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Table 4.

Methods for concentrating viruses in water.

Reference
l.

Filter Adsorption- Elution

Cellulose nitrate

5

Cellulose acetate

111

Fiberglass
Fiberglass-asbestos-epoxy

2.

90
102

Precipitation and Adsorption

Polyvalent cation salts

Insoluble polyelectrolytes

50

113

Minerals

84

3.

Polymer Two-Phase Separation

99

4.

Ultrafiltration

105

5.

Hydroextraction

25

6.

Ultracentrifugation

26
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from 25 - 135% with concentrations of 300 - lODO-fold.
this method are variable .

Results with

Also, not all virus types precipitate equal-

ly under the same conditions. and some don ' t precipitate at all .
The major insoluble polyelectrolyte which has been used for ad sorption of virus is PE60 (Monsanto) .

Recovery efficiencies reported

range from 5 - 95% with large concentration values of 100 - 100,000fold.

However, t here are several di fficulties with polyelectrol ytes

such as wide variations in chemical characteristics from lot t o lot a nd
poor adsorption of viruses due to minor deviations from optimum pH.
Minerals which have been used for adsorbing viruses include bentonite, talcum powder, and magnetic iron oxide .

Recovery efficiencies

range from 35 - 94% and concentration factors range from S - 100-fold
(84) .

Generally, precipitation- adsorption methods work best with small

volumes of relatively clean waters and in combination wit h other
methods.
Polymer two - phase separation has been used to concen trate viruses .
Viruses and other macromolecules can be partitioned between the t wo
immiscible aqueous phases that are produced when two organic po lymer s
are dissolved in water .

Considerable concentration can be achieved if

the volume of the virus- containing phase is made small in relation to
the original volume.

Recovery efficien cies reported range from 25 -

150% with 40 - SSO-fold concentration of the original sample volume.
Wide variations in efficiencies of replicate samples have been noted
and certain polymers can inhibit the infectious process of viruses when
placed in cell c ultures.

In general, this method is only applicable to

volumes of water under 10 L (99) .
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Other methods such as ultrafiltration, hydroextraction, reverse
osmosis, centrifugation, and affinity chromatography have been used for
viral concentration alone or in combination with other methods.

These

techniques are generally too costly or can be used only for small,
clean samples.
Regardless of the concentration procedure used, the sample must
eventually be applied to a suitable cell culture system and infectious
virus detected by the plaque assay or manifestation of some other cytopathic effect.

It is this stage of viral assays that is the most cost-

ly and time-consuming .

No single type of cell can support the replica-

tion of all the viruses found in waters.

No cell type has been dis-

covered in which the hepatitis agent can grow.

Ideally, many cell

types should be used to optimize detection of the different viruses
present in water.

This is not feasible for most laboratories.

In ad-

dition, cells must be observed for a period of up to 14 days for the
appearance of plaques, since some viruses replicate slowly .

Another

5 - 10 days are required for serological identification via neutralization of the viruses isolated.
Viral adsorption and aggregation cause problems in viral assays.
Viruses adsorbed to suspended solids may be removed by the concentration procedure and may not be detected.

The infectivity of solids-

associated viruses may be altered (95).

It is likely that the number

of plaque forming units detected from water may be due to viral aggregates and not to a single infectious particle (35) .

Current methods

of concentrating and assaying waters for viruses approximate the
ber of different kinds of viruses that are present, but probably

num-

14
grossly underestimate the correct number.
Recently, other methods besides the plaque assay have been devel oped for detecting viruses, for example, fluorescent antibody tech-

niques (57) and enzyme-linked immunoassay (ELISA) (14).

Their use

demands that standard concentration procedures be used and in the case
of the fluorescent antibody technique, cell line cultures must still
be maintained .

A reduction in the time required for detection is the

major advantage (58), but these methods have not been suff i Ciently
developed to assure the quantitation or reproducibility necessary for
widespread application.

It is apparent that current methods of viral concentration and
detection are inadequate, unreliable, and time- consuming .

The need

for monitoring water and wastewater for viruses is increasing with the
current emphasis on water renovation and reuse.

The demand for potable

water will continue to escalate while a deterioration in the quality of
water resources due to pollution is inevitable.

Thus, standardized

detection methodology for the recovery of small numbers of viruses from
large volumes of waters of various qualities will become a critical
need of the future.
The use of radioimmunoassay for detection of viruses in water.
Radioimmunoassays (RIA) are rapid, sensitive, specific. and reproducible techniques which are rapidly replacing the more cumbersome , timeconsuming and less specific methods for the determination of various
biologically active substances in unfractionated mixtures .

They are

based on the reaction between homologous antigen and antibody, one of
which is radioactively labeled .

Early RIA's were competitive b i nding

lS
assays in which a known amount of radioactively labeled antigen competes with an unkno\Yn quantity of antigen in the sample for a limited

number of binding sites on homologous antibody (122).

The decrease

in binding of labeled antigen is indicative of the amount of unknown
antigen present.

In these competitive assays, the bound labeled anti-

gen must be separated from the labeled antigen that is not bound and
various techniques have been used for this purpose including precipi-

tation, electrophoresis. chromatography, and adsorption to charcoal
(23).

Non-competitive assays, developed in 1966, are those in which

antigen or antibody is coupled to an insoluble matrix (119) .

Separa-

tion of bound label from free label is made much easier with the use
of an insoluble matrix.

In 1967, the use of polypropylene tubes as a

solid phase for the adsorption of antigen was introduced (17).

In such

assays, antigen is usually adsorbed to the tube surface and radioactively labeled antibody then added.
rinsing the tubes.

Unbound antibody is removed by

Indirect solid-phase assays are those in which the

antigen is adsorbed to the surface, antibody added, and then a radio actively labeled second antibody directed against the first antibody
added.

Indirect assays have the advantages of being approximately 60

times more sensitive than direct assays (91) as well as the necessity
of labeling only a single antibody to detect a number of different
antigens.
Although RIAts have been developed for the detection of the hepatitis antigen in various fluids including sewage (43) and water (109),
RIA has been neglected by most investigators in the field as a potential method of detection of all waterborne viruses.

However, the feas -
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ibility of this application can be supported in t heory by mathematical

calculations based on the following assumptions:
1) Several viral particles are present for each plaque forming
unit.

Depending on the virus, there are many non-infectious particles

as evidenced by electron microscopy for each infectious particle.

For

poliovirus, it is estimated that there are from 40 to 106 viral particles for each infectious unit (97) .
2)

Each viral particle will bind anywhere from 32 - 4000 antibody

molecules (34).
3)

In an indirect RIA, each anti- viral antibody will be bound

by several anti-globulin antibodies (91) .
4)
molecule.

Several radioactive atoms can be bound to a single antibody
Usually it is not necessary to label with a ratio greater

than one radioactive atom per antibody molecule .

However~

increased

sensitivitiy can be achieved by increased labeling ratios and ratios
as high as 140 : 1 have been reported with minimal loss of immunoreactivity (62) .
Based on these assumptions, it can be ca l cu l ated that a single
infectious viral particle would be detectable by an indirect RIA
(Appendix Ill) .

In addition, because of t his sensitivity , smaller vol-

urnes of water could be assayed for virus, entailing less extensive concentration procedures than are now required .
The use of RIA for viral detection would be a solution to many of
the major problems now encountered with viral assays .

TIle cost would

be greatly reduced , less equipment needed, and the time for viral detection and identification would be minimized.

The time factor may be

17
the most critical since the main reason for monitoring waters for
viruses is to protect the population from health hazards.

It is there-

fore essential that the quality of water be known before it r eaches the
Consumer .

But with current methods, days to weeks are required before

viruses are detected .
The objective of this research was to develop a radioimmunoassay
with the potential to detect poliovirus in waters.

Poliovirus was

chosen as a representative enterovirus present in most waters.

After

a successful radioimmunoassay is developed for this virus , the assay
could be modified to include detection of other viruses as well.

The

development of the assay entailed production of the antisera involved ;
r adioiodination of antibodies; standardization of reagents; and determination of optimum reaction conditions .

•

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Prepa ration of antigen.

Poliovirus Type I strain LSc2ab (PVI)

was obtained from the Virus Exanthems Unit, Center for Disease Control,
Atlanta, Georgia.

Stock virus was grown in 946 ml, flat - sided bottles

("Sa01-g1as", Brockway Co.) containing mono layers of Buffalo Green

Monkey Kidney

(BG~~)

cells .

Growth medium consisted of Eagle ' s mini-

mal essential medium (MEM) with Earle ' s balanced salt solution, suppl e mented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Gibeo), and antibiotics
(50 units penicillin G per mi, 50 ug streptomycin per mI, 50 mg neomyein per ml, 25 ug mycostatin per mI, and 3 mg amphotericin B per ml) .

Virus was harvested when 75 - 100% of the cells showed cytopathic
effect cePE) .

Harvesting of the virus was accomplished by three suc-

cessive freezing and thawing cycles of the cells .

The lysate obtained

was centrifuged at 1000 x g for 15 min t o remove cell debris, and the
supernate , which served as the so urce of viral antigen , was
o

pooled, titered and frozen at -18 C.

collected ~

Titration of the virus stock was

done by plaque assay (30) on BGMK monolayers containing 7 . 6 x 10
per 25 cm 2 T-flask (Falcon Plastics).

(PBS) ~

were inoculated with 0 . 5 ml of dilutions 10-

CO

2

4

pH 7.4, and flasks

-9
through 10
of virus
0

The virus was allowed to adsorb for 2 h at 37 C in a humidified

incubator.

After adsorption , the monolayers were washed with PBS

and an a gar overlay was added (Appendix I) .
at 37°C .

cells

Aliquots of the pooled supernate

were diluted in phosphate buffered saline

stock.

6

The flasks were inc ubated

After 24 h , a second agar overlay co ntaining neutral red was

19
added (Appendix II) and the flasks were incubated at 37°C for 24 h
after which time the number of plaques at each dilution was counted.
The PVI titer was determined.
Preparation of anti-poliovirus antibodies.

Anti- poliovirus anti-

serum was prepared in rabbits by the method of Levinson et al. (66).
Five New Zealand white rabbits were immunized with tissue culture ly-

sate

conta~ning

Poliovirus Type I strain LSc2ab.

The rabbits were

bled prior to immunization to determine the presence of any pre-existing antibodies to poliovirus, and then were immunized according to the
following protocol:

5.0 ml tissue culture fluid containing 2.8 x 10 5

pfu were injected intramuscularly (1M) and 5 . 0 ml injected intravenously (IV) on day 1 followed by 5.0 ml injected IH on days 4, 8, 11,
15. 18, and 22 .

The rabbits were boosted monthly thereafter with 5.0

ml of tissue culture fluid IM, and were bled prior to boosting in order
to determine anti-poliovirus antibody titers by viral neutralization
assays.

Bleeding and collection of serum was done as described in

Methods in Immunology and Immunochemistry (120).

Rabbits were bled

from a marginal ear vein into a sterile glass tube.

The blood was

allowed to clot at room temperature after which the clot was further
Contracted by incubation at 4

0

e

for 2 h .

The serum was separated from

the clot by centrifugation at 800 x g for 15 min.

Serum was pooled

and adsorbed with an equal volume of spent tissue culture fluid containing no virus for 1 h at 37
culture fluid components.

o

e to remOve any antibodies to tissue

It was then frozen at _18°e until use.

Titration of anti-poliovirus antiserum.

The developing titer of

the anti-poliovirus antibodies was followed by microtiter neutraliza-

20

tion assays according to the Center for Disease Control protocol
(110).

Hicrotiter "U" plates (Cooke Engineering Co., Alexandria, Vir-

gioia) were cleaned and sterilized by soaking in 70% ethanol for 2 h.
rinsed 3 times in tap water and 3 times in distilled water, air dried,
and exposed to ultraviolet irradiation (Sylvania Germicidal bulb,

#C30T8; 2.S watts, 12 h exposure, 10 em distance).
The reagents necessary to perform the neutralization were prepared
as follows:

1) A suspension of BGMK cells was prepared by trypsiniza-

tion of monolayers with 10 - 12 ml of 0.25% (W/V) trypsin (1:250,
o
Difco) in PBS, pH 7.6, for 10 min at 37 C.

The fluid containing the

sloughed cells was centrifuged at 1000 x g for 10 min to remove the
trypsin.

The packed cells were resuspended in Eagle's MEt-! with anti-

biotics and 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) to a concentration of 1 . 5 x
10

5

cells per mI.

2) A dilution of the viral antigen. PVI. was pre-

pared in Eagle's HEM to contain 100 TCD

50

per 25 ul.

3) The rabbit

anti-poliovirus serum to be titered was initially diluted 1 : 10 in
Eagle's MEM, as were a known positive control serum (monkey antiserum
to PVI LSc2ab, obtained from the National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases, Research Reference Serum HV-OOl-51l-560) ; a known
negative cont rol serum (serum from an un immunized rabbit), and a crossreactin g control serum (rabbit antiserum to PVI Leon, NIAID Research
Reference Serum flv-003-501-560).

0

All sera were inactivated at 56 C

for 30 min before use.
The neutralization procedure was performed as described in Figure
1.

After incubac10n for 6 days, the monolayers formed on the well sur-

face were examined for CPE with an inverted phase contrast microscope

Figure 1.

Protocol for neutralization assay. Twenty-five ul of
Eagle's MEN was added to the serum test and serum control
wells except for the first well in each row, and to the
virus back-titration wells . Fifty ul of each of the inactivated sera were dispensed into the first well of the
appropriate serum test and control wells . Serial two-fold
dilutions of each of the sera were made in the wells with a
25 ul microdiluter (Cooke Engineering Co.) through 1:1280.
Twenty-five microliters of the poliovirus suspension (containing 100 TCD ) were added to each of the serum test wells.
SO
The remain!yg v~r~~ suspension containing 100 TCD SO was
diluted 10
- 10
in MEM. Twenty-five ul of eaen of these
dilutions was added to the appropriate viral back- titration
wells. Twenty-five ul of MEM was added to the serum control
wells, 75 ul of MEM was added to the medium control wells,
and 50 ul of MEM was added to the cell control wells . The
o
plate was sealed and incubated at 37 C for 2 h to allow the
antibodies present to react with the poliovirus . After the
incubation period, 25 ul of the BGMK cell suspension was
added to all wells except the medium control wells. The
plates were covered and incubated at 37°C for 6 days .
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Figure 1 (continued).

Protocol for neutralization assay.
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and the antiserum neutralization titer derermined.
Preparation of anti-rabbit serum antibodies. Antiserum against
whole rabbit serum was produced in a horse by inoculating intramuscularly with 1.0 ml whole rabbit (New Zealand white) serum without adjuvant at biweekly intervals over a period of 9 months.

The horse was

bled from the jugular vein prior to each immunization, and the serum
obtained as previously described .

The anti-rabbit serum antibody titer

was determined by gel precipitation.
the horse was bled for the final time .

After 9 months of immunization,
Five hundred ml of serum was

obtained, dispensed in 2 ml aliquots, and frozen at -18 o C.
Titration of anti-rabbit serum antibodies .

The developing titer

of anti-rabbit serum antibodies was assessed by radial immunodiffusion
(RID) and double gel diffusion precipitation techniques.

For the sin-

gle (RID) diffusion tests, a 1 . 0% (W/V) Noble agar (Difco) solution was
prepared in 0.03 M phosphate buffer, pH 8 . 0, containing 0 . 6% (W/V)
sodium azide .

After cooling to 47°C, the antigen (whole rabbit serum)

was diluted with molten agar to a concentration of 1% (V/V) .

The

diluted antigen was pipetted onto precoated 3" x 1" glass slides (3.5
o

ml agar per slide) and cooled at 4 C.

After solidification, circular

wells, 2 mm in diameter, were cut in a linear arrangement in the agar
(6 per slide) with a gel punch (Gelman Instrument Co., Ann Arbor,
Michigan).

Serial two-fold dilutions of the horse antiserum were pre-

pared in 0.03 M phosphate buffer, pH 8 . 0, and wells were filled with
the antiserum dilutions .

The slides were incubated in a water satura-

ted atmosphere at 4 o C for 24 h .
For double diffusion tests, Noble agar was prepared as described
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above but without antigen .
agar.

Precoated slides were layered with the

After solidification, a central well with 6 surrounding wells

were cut (all 2 mm in diameter).

Antigen (undiluted whole rabbit ser-

urn) was added to each center well .

Following diffusion of t he antigen

in a humidified atmosphere at 4°C for 12 h , serial two - fold dilutions

of the horse antiserum were made in 0.03 M phosphate buffer, pH B.O ,
and the surrounding wells were filled with the antiserum dilutions .
o

The slides were incubated in a humidified atmosphere at 4 C for 12 h.
All titrations were done in duplicate .

In both the RIA and double diffusion tests , the slides were
stained after incubation in order to facilitate visualization of the
precipitin bands.

The staining procedure was as follows :

slides were rinsed gently in distilled water .

the agar

A strip of wet , What -

man #1 filter paper was overlayed onto the agar and t he slides placed
o

in a 37 C incubator overnight until dry.

(Capillary action causes the

excess protein and salts to migrate into the filter paper).

After

drying, the paper was removed, the slides immersed in 0 . 03 M phosphate
buffer, pH 8.0 , and washed for 4 - 5 h.
during this period.

The buffer was replaced twice

After rinsing 10 min in distilled water, the

slides were immersed in 0.3% (w/v) thiazine red staining solution (in
1% V/V acetic acid) and stained for 10 min.

After the slides we r e de-

colorized twice by immersion in 1% (V/V) acetic acid for 20 min, they
were immersed in a 1% (V/V) acetic acid - 1 % (V/V) glycerol solution
for 10 min.

The slides were dried and examined for precipitin bands .

Fractionation of the antisera.

The globulin fractions of the

anti-poliovirus antiserum and the horse anti-rabbit antiserum
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were precipitated by ammonium sulfate and desalted by gel chromatography (16).

Saturated ammonium sulfate, pH 7.2, was added dropwise,

with constant stirring at room temperature to 20 ml batches of serum
until a final ammonium sulfate concentration of 40% saturation was
reached.

The mixture was stirred for 30 min at room temperature .

The

precipitated globulin fraction was recovered by centrifugation at 1000
x g for 30 min at 20

c

e.

The precipitate was washed in 1 volume of 40%

(of saturation) ammonium sulfate and recentrifuged as described above .
The washed precipitate was diluted to its original volume with 0 . 01 M

PBS, pH 7 . 2 .
A Sephadex G-25 (Pharmacia Fine Chemicals. Piscataway . New Jersey)
column was used to desalt the globu lins.
ding to the following parameters:

The column was prepared accor-

bed dimensions of 18 x 2 . 5 cm; a

flow rate of 1.0 ml/min; eluant was either 0 . 01 M phosphate buffered
saline, pH 7.2 (for rabbit globulins and horse globulins to be labeled
by the chloramine T method) or 0 . 1 M borate buffer, pH 8 . 2 (for horse
globulins to be labeled by the Bolton-Hunter method).

The sample was

placed on the bed and then eluted with the appropriate buffer .

Elution

of the protein peak was monitored by measuring absorbance at 280 nm on
a double-beam spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer , #Cl24) and the protein
peak was collected in 1 . 0 ml fractions which were later pooled for protein concentration determination.

Elution of the salt peak was moni-

tored with ammonia color reagent (iodide of mercury and potassium, Sigma Chemical Co.) .

The desalted globulins were frozen in 1 . 0 ml aliquots

until further use .
Determination of protein concentration of horse anti- rabbit serum
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globulins.

The protein concentration of the globulins obtained from

fractionation of horse immune serum was determined by the method of
Bradford (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Richmond, California) (9).

The dye

reagent (Coomassie Brilliant Blue G- 250) was diluted 1 : 5 (V/V) with
distilled water and filtered throug h Whatman #1 filter paper prior to

use.

A standard curve was generated using serial dilutions of the pro-

tein standard (bovine gamma globulin) containing 0.2 through 1.4 mg
protein/mI.

Dilutions of the standards and the globulin fraction being

assayed were made in 0.01 M PBS, pH 7 . 2.

To 0.1 ml of each of the

standard and unknown dilutions was added 5 . 0 ml of the prepared dye reagent .

The tubes were mixed and after 10 min, the absorbance of each

was measured at 595 nm versus a reagent blank.
Determination of the equivalence ratio of rabbit serum and horse
anti-rabbit serum antiserum .

The ratio at which maximum binding

occurred between horse anti- rabbit serum antiserum with its antigen ,
whole rabbit serum, was determined by spectrophotometric analysis of
the precipitation reaction between the an t igen- antibody pair (120) .
The absorption spectrum of the antigen and antiserum solutions was determined by the following procedure :

whole rabbit serum antigen solu-

tion was diluted 1 : 200 (for wavelengths in the visible range) and 1 :
1600 (for wavelengths in the ultraviolet).

Thr fractionated horse

globulins were used undiluted (for visible wavelengths) and diluted 1:3
(for ultraviolet wavelengths).
phosphate buffer, pH 7.5 .

All dilutions were made in 0.01 M

The absorption of each solution was deter-

mined at 180 om through 570 nm (in increments of 10 nm) on a double
beam spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer), and the absorption spectra were
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plotted.

The ultraviolet and visible wavelengths at which minimum ab -

sorbance of each solution was observed was used for the determination
of the equivalence point.
The equivalence ratio was determined by reacting a constant amount
of a dilution of antiserum with an equal volume of various dilutions

of antigen.

All dilutions of antiserum were made in 0.01 M PBS , pH 7.2.

The horse antiserum was diluted 1:3000.

One and a half ml of horse

antiserum was reacted with 1.5 ml of each of the following dilutions of
whole rabbit serum:

1:20 , 1:40, 1 : 50, 1 : 80, 1 : 100, 1:160, 1:200, 1 : 320,

1 : 400, 1:640, and 1:800.

The mixtures were incubated at 37°C for 1 h

o
and then at 4 C for 2 days.

Immediately after mixing , and again after

each incubation , the absorbance of each tube was read at 340 nrn and 500
nm in a double beam spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer).

The difference

between the absorbance of each at 0 time and the absorbance after incubation was plotted and the equivalence point determined .
This procedure was also used after radioactive labeling of the
antiserum to determine whether there was a loss of immunoreactivity.
Labeling of the horse anti-rabbit serum globulins- -Bolton- Hunter
method.

Bolton-Hunter reagent (N-succinimidyl 3-(4- hydroxy 5_

iodopbenyl) propionate; New England Nuclear, Boston,

125

1_

}~ssachusetts;

specific activity 1500 Ci/mM) was used to radioactively label horse
anti- rabbit serum globulins .

Various modifications of the method

described by Bolton and Hunter (8) were attempted.

Typically, 10 - 100

ul of the reagent dissolved in benzene (containing 5 - 90 uei) were
placed in the bottom of a small conical tube and the benzene solvent
evaporated under a stream of nitrogen.

The protein to be labeled (9 -

30
950 ug) was dis solved in 0 . 1 H borate buffer , pH 8.2, and 10 - 100 ul

of the protein solution was added to the dried Bolton-Hunter reagent.
o

The reaction was allowed to proceed at 0 C for 0.5 - 2.S h with ccnstant agitation.

After the appropriate reaction time, 0.9 ml of 0 . 2 M

glycine in borate buffer was added to the reaction mixture and stirred
for 10 min.

The reaction volume was then brought up to 2 . 0 ml by the

addition of 0 . 05 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.5, containing 0.25% (W/V)
gelatin.

The total activity of the reaction mixture was determined by

counting the sum peak and photo peak (48) (Appendix IV) of an aliquot
in an automated gamma counter (Picker, PACE- I) .
Gel chromatography was used to separate the labeled protein from
small molecular weight radioiodinated products and unreacted reagent (6,
8).

A Sephadex G-25 column (Pharmacia), 1 em x 12 em, was prepared and

equilibrated with 0.05 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, containing 0.25%
(tV/V) gelatin .

The column was saturated with 0 . 5 ml of a 100 rug/ml

solution of bovine serum albumin.

After thorough washing of the column

with the elution buffer , the iodination reaction mixture was quantitatively transferred to the prepared column and eluted with the phosp hategelatin buffer.

Fractions (0.5 rol) were collected from the column i n to

tubes containing 0 . 5 ml of a 0 . 05 I'1 phosphate buffer with 2% (V/V) FBS.
Each 1.0 ml aliquot was counted for radioactivity and the protein peak
was pooled and stored at 4°C for use in the radioimmunoassay.
Labeling of the horse anti-rabbit serum globulins -- Chloramine T
method (45).
Na

l25

Horse anti - rabbit serum globulins were labeled with

r (New England Nuclear; carrier-free; specific activity 17 Ci/mg) .

Fifty ul of the Na

l25

r solution (100 uCi) was placed into the bottom
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of a small polystyrene tube and 50 u1 of phosphate buffer (0.25 M,
pH 7.5) was added.

The horse globulins were added (25 u1 of 0.05 M

phosphate buffer, pH 7.5, containing 100 ug protein) and mixed.

Twen-

ty-five u1 of chloramine T solution (50 ug in 0.05 M phosphate buffer,
pH 7 . 5) was added to the antiserum - Na

5 min with continuous agitation.

125

I solution and reacted for

Fifty u1 of sodium metabisulfite

solution (75 ug in 0.05 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.5) was added and mixed
for 1 min.

The reaction mixture was diluted to 2 ml by the addition of

NaI solution (4 mg NaI/ml in 0.05 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, containing 2% FBS) .

The labeled product was separated from the other reactants on a
Sephadex G-25 column (1 em x 12 em).

The reaction mixture was trans-

ferred to the column which had previously been equilibrated with 0 . 05 M
phosphate buffer, pH 7.5, containing 2% (V/V) PBS, and saturated with
1 ml of a BSA solution (100 mg/ml).

The protein peak was collected in

aliquots which totaled 8 mI.
Indirect RIA procedure.
is shown in Figure 2.

A schematic diagram of the indirect RIA

Many variations in fixation procedures and time

and temperature of incubation were evaluated .

In general, 25 ul of PVI

in tissue culture fluid containing 1000 pfu were placed in the U- shaped
wells of polyvinyl microtiter plates (Cooke Engineering, Alexandria,
Virginia) .

o
The antigens were dried either overnight at 37 C or by ex-

posure to infrared light .

The appropriate dilution of rabbit antiviral
0

antibody in 1% (W/V) was added to all test wells and incubated at 37 C
for I h.
bOdy .

Control wells were treated with 1% BSA in PBS without anti-

The wells were rinsed four times with distilled water.

Twenty-

Figure 2 .

Schematic diagram of the indirect radioimmunoassay. Microtiter wells were coated with 25 ul of poliovirus solution
containing 1000 pfu. Twenty- five ul of the appropriate
dilution of anti- PV antiserum was added and reacted for 1 h
o
at 37 C. Unreacted antibodies were removed by rinsing 4
times with distilled water. Rdaioactively labeled antirabbit serum antiserum (25 ul) was added to all wells and
reacted for 3 h at 37°C . Unreacted antibodies were removed
by rinsing 6 times with distilled water . Individual wells
were cut out and counted in an automated gamma counter.
(PV = poliovirus antigen ; AB = rabbit anti- virus antibodies;
AB* = horse anti-rabbit serum antibodies).
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five ul at labeled horse anti-rabbit serum was then added to all wells
and incubated for 3 h at 37°C.

The wells were rinsed 6 times with

distilled water and each individual well was cut out and counted for
radioactivity in an automated gamma counter.

Results were expressed

as percentage of counts bound in test wells over counts bound in appropriate control wells .

Inhibition assay.
shown in Figure 3.

A schematic diagram of the inhibition assay is

Wells were prepared with antigen as described above .

Desired concentration of pfu of the stock poliovirus were obtained by

dilution in PBS, oH 7 . 5.

Each dilution was reacted with an equal vol-

ume of the anti-poliovirus antiserum for 1 h at 37°C .

Twenty-five ul

of each mixture was placed into replicate wells and the assay was completed as described above.

Results were expressed as percent inhibi-

tion of binding as determined from control wells with no

antiserum

(0% binding) and control wells with unreacted antiviral antiserum (100%).

Figure 3.

Schematic diagram of the inhibition RIA. Wells were coated
with 25 u1 of poliovirus containing 1000 pfu . Equal volumes
of the appropriate dilution of antiviral antiserum and vir uscontaining sample were reacted for 1 h at 37°C. Twenty- five
ul of each virus - antivirus solution was placed in wells
and reacted for 1 h at 37°C. Unreacted antibody was removed
by rinsing with distilled water 4 times. Radioactively labeled anti-rabbit serum antiserum was added to each well and
o
reacted for 3 h at 37 C. Unreacted antibodies were removed
by rinsing 6 times with distilled water. Individual wells
were cut out and counted in an automated gamma counter.
(PV = poliovirus antigen; AB = rabbit anti- poliovirus antibodies; AB-PV = antigen-antibody complex; AB* = horse antirabbit serum antibodies).
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1.

AS + PV

~

AS-PV

+ AS

The sample containing antigen is reacted with a known quantity
of homologous antibody. Some antibody remains unreacted .

2.

/

AS

PV

Reacted sample is added to wells containing a constant amount
of poliovirus . Only unreacted antibody is free to bind .

3.

125I_Labeled antibody is added to wells . The percent inhibition due to any a n tigen in the sample is determined .

•

RESULTS
Preparation of antigen. The PVI antigen that was used in the

radioimmunoassays was grotYn in three different tissue culture batches.

Each batch contained more than 10

7 pfu/ml (Table 5).

The total volume

of stock virus harvested was 550 ml (Batch 1, 200 m1; Batch 2, 175 ml;
Batch 3, 175 ml).
~1

Each batch was subsequently diluted 1:100 in Eagle 's
o

and 1.0 ml aliquots were frozen at -18 C in small screw-cap vials.
Production and titration of anti-poliovirus antiserum . Before

titration of the antiserum obtained from immunization of New Zealand
white rabbits, the serum was adsorbed with spent tissue culture lysate
containing no virus to remove antibodies to medium components and cell
debris .

After adsorption, no antibodies to these components were de-

tectable by gel diffusion .

In the neutralization assays, controls were

examined and found to be appropriate:

medium controls were free of

contamination; cell controls showed confluent monolayers with normal
cellular morphology; viral back-titration wells confirmed that 100
TCD

SO

were used in the assay ; serum control wells showed no cytotoxi-

city; positive control serum showed no CPE up to 1:640 to 1:1280; wells
with negative control serum showed CPE at 1:10; wells with cross-r eacting control serum showed no CPE up to 1:20 to 1:40.
The concentration of anti-PVI antibodies increased during the
first four months of immunization to a neutralization of 80 (Figure 4).
No increase in titer was observed during the next 3 months , so immunization was discontinued.
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Table 5.

Determination of Poliovirus I titer in cell culture lysate
by plaque assay .

Number of plaques

Flask II
10-5

Batch 1

Batch 3

10- 7

10-8

1 0- 9

100
14
100
13
100
14
100
16
100
13
7
10 pfu/ml

1
1
0
2
1

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

2
0
1
0
3

0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Titer:

2.4

99
13
100
15
100
12
100
10
100
16
7
10 pfu/ml

1
2
2
3
1

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Titer :

100
16
100
12
100
19
100
12
100
15
7
3 . 0 x 10 pfu/ml

>
>
>
>
>

1
2
3
4
5
Titer :

Batch 2

10- 6

2. 8

1
2
3
4
5

K

>
>
>
>

1
2
3
4
5

K

>
>
>
>
>

Figure 4.

Increase in anti-poliovirus antibody titer with time.
Rabbits were immunized with PVI for seven months and antibody titers were determined by neutralization assays. Final titer = 80.
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Production and titration of horse anti-rabbit serum antibodies.

Immunization of the horse with very small quantities of antigen (1.0
rnl/inoculation) over a very long period of time (18 months) was done
to increase the chances of producing a high-titer antiserum containing
antibodies with high avidity for antigen.

The gel immunodiffusion

method was used to determine antibody titers .

Precipitin bands were

detected in the horse antiserum after the first month of immunization.
As the immunization

progressed~

precipitin bands were produced at suc-

cessively higher dilutions of antiserum.

The titer of anti-whole rab-

bit serum antibodies steadily increased over the course of immunization
(Figure 5).

After 18 months, the antibody titer was 16,834 .

Fractionation of antisera into globulin component.

Ammonium sul-

fate precipitation (40% of saturation) followed by gel chromatography
was used to isolate the globulin fraction of the antisera (16). Typical
elution patterns were obtained during the desalting procedure (Figure
6).

Complete separation of the protein from the salts was achieved and

the chromatographic procedure usually resulted in a 3 to 4-fold dilution
of the original sample.
Determination of the protein concentration of the globulin fraction of horse anti-rabbit serum antiserum.

A standard curve was ob-

tained by reacting various concentrations of bovine gamma globulin with
Coomassie Brilliant Blue (Figure 7).

The fractionated horse antiserum

globulins contained 9500 ug protein/ml when the sample was compared to
the standard curve.
Determination of the equivalence ratio between horse anti-rabbit
serum antiserum and whole rabbit serum .

Absorption spectra of horse

Figure 5.

Increase in horse anti-rabbit serum antibody titer during
the course of immunization. Horse was immunized with 1.0
ml whole rabbit serum at biweekly intervals over a period
of 18 months . Final titer = 16,384 .
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Figure 6.

Typical elution curve obtained from desalting horse serum
globulins after ammonium sulfate precipitation. Chromatographic parameters : gel type, Sephadex G-25; bed volume,
88 ml; void volume, 27 m1; sample volume, 20 ml; flow rate,
1 ml/min; eluant, 0.1 M borate buffer, pH 8.2.
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Figure 7 .

Standard curve for Biorad protein determination. Various
concentrations of bovine gamma globulin in phosphate buffered saline were reacted with a constant volume of Biorad
reagent (Coomassie Brilliant Blue/methanol/phosphoric acid)
and absorbance at 595 nm was determine . Correlation coefficient = 0.9985 .
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anti-rabbit antiserum solution and whole rabbit serum solution were
det ermined (Figure 8).

Each so lution showed a minimum absorbance at

340 om in the ultraviolet range and at 500 om in the visible range,

60

these wavelen gths were selected for assessment of the optimum binding
ratio between antibody a nd antigen .
The choice of dilutions to use in the precipitin rat io determina-

tion was determined empirically.

Initially, a 1:500 dilution of horse

anti-rabbit antiserum was reacted with antigen diluted 1:200 - 1 : 2000,

then more concentrated antigen solutions (1:20 - 1:800).
antiserum was diluted 1:3000 for use.

From the resultant precipitin

curve (Figure 9), it was determined that
and antigen excess were reached.

Finally, the

a~eas

of both antibody excess

The dilution of whole rabbit serum

antigen at which equivalence occurs with a 1:3000 dilution of antiserum
is 1 :80.

Thus, the ratio at which maximum binding of antigen-antibody

occurs is approximately 38:1 .
Labeling of antibodies by the Bolton-Hunter method . Five different
labeling experiments were conducted .

The separation of labeled protein

from small molecular weight molecules and unreacted reagent was complete and the amount of dilution of the original volume was 4 :1 .

The

greatest percent incorporation of radioactivity was achieved (58.5%)
and the highest specific activity of the labeled protein obtained
(5667 uCi/mg) when 9.0 ug of protein was labeled with 86 uCi of 125 t
and a reaction time of 0.5 h (Table 6) .
Labeling of the hors e anti-ra bbit serum globulins by the chloramine T method.
7) .

Low labeling effic iencies were generally obtain ed (Table

However, relatively good specific activities were obtained (200

Figure 8.

Absorbance spectra of horse anti-rabbit serum and whole
rabbit serum . Antiserum was diluted 1 : 3 for ultraviolet
wavelengths and was used undiluted for visible wavel engths;
whole rabbit serum was diluted 1:1600 for ultraviolet wavelengths and 1 : 200 for visible wavelengths . (
Horse
anti- rabbit serum; - ---- whole rabbit serum).
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Figure 9 .

Precipitin curve of the equivlance paint of horse antirabbit globulins with whole rabbit serum. Anti- rabbit
globulins were diluted 1:3000 with phosphate buffered saline
and mixed with an equal amount of various dilutions of whole
0
rabbit serum. Mixtures were incubated for 1 h at 37 C and
then for 2 days at 4°C before reading. (
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Table 6 .

The effect of reaction conditions on the efficiency of labeling horse antiserum by the method of
Bolton and Hunter (8).

Protein labeled :

9.5 ug

950 ug

930 ug

Radioactivity used:

45 uCi

18 uCi

27 uCi

85 uCi

58 uCi

Reaction time:

1 hour

2 hours

2.5 hours

0.5 hours

0 . 5 hours

8 m1

8 m1

9 m1

Volume recovered :

6 m1

Radioactivity in
protein peak :

0.52 uCi

1. 23 uCi

7 . 0 uCi

50.3 uCi

1.2%

6.8%

25.9%

58.5%
5667 uCi

Efficiency of
labeling :
Specific activity
of protein (per mg):

Bseling

8 m1

9.0 ug

52.6 uC1

1.4 uCi

7.B uCi

1:275

1 : 11207

1 :1924

ra tia

Ilantibody) :

30 ug

•

5 . 3 uCi
9.1%

•

1 :2 . 5

176.7 uC1
1 :82

*The

labeling reagent used for this labeling was fresher than that used in the other experiments .
The efficiency of labeling is influenced by the age of the reagent (see DISCUSSION) .

U>

W
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Table 7.

The effect of reaction conditions on the
efficiency of labeling horse antiserum by
the chloramine T method (45).

Protein:

100 ug

50 ug

60 ug

Chloramine T:

50 ug

25 ug

30 ug

Metabisulfite :

75 ug

50 ug

60 ug

Radioactivity :

100 uCi

166 uCi

214 uCi

Reaction time:

5 min

10 min

5 min

Radioactivity
in protein peak:

2 uCi

10 uCi

8.6 uCi

2%

6%

4%

200

143

Efficiency of
labeling:
Specific activity

of protein (uCi/mg) : 22
Labeling ratio

125r/antibody:

1:650

1:70

1:102

55
200 uCt/mg).

The amount of protein used was large compared to the

amount used 1n the most successful labeling by the Bolton-Hunter method

(50 - 100 ug compared to 9 ug).
Determination of the optimum time of incubation of the anti-poliovirus antiserum and the anti-rabbit antiserum .

Dilutions of anti- polio-

virus antiserum were reacted with a constant amount of virus and a constant amount of radioactively labeled anti-rabbit antiserum for various
time intervals.

The optimum times of incubation were determined to be

1 h at 37°C for the anti-PV antiserum and 3 h at 37°C for the anti-rab bit antiserum (Figure 10).

Shorter lengths of incubation resulted in

lower total counts and lower per cent binding .

Longer lengths of incu-

bation resulted in higher total counts, but the percent binding did not
increase suggesting that the longer incubation times only increased nonspecific adsorption of antibodies.

In all cases, the highest counts

and per cent binding were obtained at a 1:2 dilution of the anti-rabbit
serum.

At incubation times of 1 h for the intermediate antiser um and

1 h for the labeled antiserum . an average of 164 cpm were obtained.
This was a 173% increase in binding over the controls .

At 1 hand 3 h.

an average of 252 cpm were obtained which was a 28% increase in binding .
At 3 hand 16 h. the highest average count was 283 cpm, but the binding
was only 131% greater than control wells .
In all experiments, the highest counts obtained were below that
which would have been expected based on the amount of radioactivity
placed in each well. Later experiments with anti-PV obtained commercially
and thus of a greater aVidity, confirmed that the optimum time of incubation was 1 hand 3 h for the two antisera (Figure 11).

Longer incuba-

Figure 10.

Determination of the optimum time of incubation of the two
antisera in the RIA . (1) Anti- poliovirus antiserum incubated for 1 h at 37°C, ant - rabbit incubated for 1 h at 37°C ;
(2) Anti-PV incubated for 3 h at 37°C , anti-rabbit incubated

for 16 h at 37°C; (3) Anti-PV incubated for 1 h at 37°C and
anti- rabbit incubated for 3 h at 37°C . The amount of virus
in the wells and the amount of radioactivity used was constant throughout. The total counts and percent binding
values are those which occurred at a 1:2 dilution of anti-

PV .
(3)

~

Control (1)
89 cpm.

~

94 cpm; control (2)

~

216 cpm; control

•
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Figure 11.

A comparison of the total counts per minute and percent
binding obtained at two different incubation times . Cpm
(
•
) and percent binding (---{}---) after 1 h incubation (anti-PV) and 3 h incubation (anti-rabbit) . Cpm
(-11--) and percent binding (---{J-) afte r 3 h incubation (anti- PV) and 16 h incubation (anti-rabbit). All ino
cubations were carried out at 37 C. All wells contained
1000 pfu, 25 ul of radioactively labeled antibody , and
25 ul of various dilutions of the anti- PV .
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tion times increased non-specific adsorption but diu not result 1n increased binding .
Reduction of non-specific binding .

Experiments were conducted to

determine whether non - specific binding could be reduced.

Wells were

prepared in the usual manner by drying at 37°C and then treating with

methanol for 5 min .

One set of wells was then used in the RIA without

further treatm,e nt while a second set of wells was first coated with a
1 % (tv/V) solution of bovine serum albumin (BSA) in PBS for 1 h at 37°C

to block any adsorption sites on the well surface not blocked by virus.
These wells were rinsed four times with distilled water and used in the
RIA.

Treatment of wells with BSA did indeed reduce non- specific bind-

ing (Table 8) .

Replicate control wells (containing no an ti-PV antiserum)

averaged 147 cpm when not treated with BSA.
was averaged 54 cpm .

Control wells in which BSA

Although the co unts per minute were higher in

wells that weren 't treated with BSA, the percent binding was significantly increased in wells that were coated with BSA.

The max imum percent

binding was 246% in uncoated wells and 513% in coated wells.

However,

the total co unt s obtained in any of the wells was still considerably
lower than expected based on the number of co unts put into the wells.
Various anti- PV antiserum preparations were therefor e investigated to
determine whether this was the reason the the low efficiency of binding .
The effect of using various anti -PV preparations on the amount of
binding.

Three different anti-poliovirus antisera were investigated:

one manufactured in this laboratorYi one obtained from NIH (directed
against poliovirus Type 1, Brunhilde strain) ; and a commercial preparation (Hicrobiological Associates, Bethesda, Haryland) .

The anti-PV

61
•

Effect of 1% BSA**on non-specific binding.

Table 8 .

Dilution of anti-PV *

Average cpm

% Binding

Without BSA:
Control

147

Undiluted

339

231

1:2

362

246

1:4

281

191

1:8

225

153

1:16

195

137

With BSA :
Control

54

Undiluted

237

435

1:2

277

513

1:4

192

356

1:8

157

291

1:16

123

228

*All

wells contained 1000 pfu and were incubated for
1 h at 37°C after addition of anti-PV and for 3 h
at 37°C after addition of anti-rabbit .

** Bovine

serum albumin

62
antiserum is an ext r emely important component of the assay, and a signi f icant differ ence 1n the percent binding occurred with the use of
different anti-PV preparations when all other factors and components
were kept constant (Figure 12) .

The commercial preparation from

Hicrobio!ogica l Associates resulted in the highest binding ratio (792%).
Use of the antiserum prepared in this laboratory resulted in a maximum

binding ratio of 240% .

These results suggest that the low cpm and

binding ratios obtained in previous assays are at least partially due
to the inferiority of the anti-PV antiserum which was used.

Therefore,

subsequent assays were performed with the commercially obtained anti-

serum.
Each antiserum has an optimum dilution at which maximum binding
occurs (Figure 12) .

For both the NIH antiserum and the commercial anti-

serum , this optimum dilution was 1 : 32 .

For all succeeding RIA l s per-

formed, a 1 : 32 dilution of anti-PV was used.
The effect of using BSA solution to coat the wells as compared to
using it as diluent. The use of 1% (W/V) BSA to coat wells after fixing
of antigen may block specific binding sites on the antigen as well as
non- specific adsorption sites on the well surface .

Experiments were

conducted in which one set of wells was treated as previously described
using BSA to coat the surface after application of the antigen.

Another

set of wells was left uncoated, but the 1% (W/V) BSA solution was used
as diluent for the anti-PV antiserum.

The control wells in this case

received 25 ul of 1 % (W/V) BSA rather than 25 ul of PBS .

No signifi-

cant difference in either cprn or percent binding was observed regardless of the treatment used.

The use of BSA to coat wells was discon-

Figure 12 .

A comparison of various anti-poliovirus antisera and
determination of the optimum dilution of anti-PV for
use in the RIA. All wells contained 1000 pfu, 25 ul
of anti-PV (diluted in PBS; controls received PBS alone),
and 25 ul of radioactively labeled anti-rabbit. Plates
were incubated for 1 h at 37°C after addition of anti0
PV and for 3 h at 37 C after addition of anti-rabbit.
Percent binding indicates the percent increase in counts
of replicate wells over the average counts obtained in
control wells. (---41--- NIH antiserum; ---~ this
laboratory's preparation; ____ --- commercial preparation).
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Figure 13.

Measurement of viral antigen by indirect RIA. Varying numbers of plaque forming units were used to coat wells (1000 1). Twenty-five ul of a 1 : 32 dilution of anti - PV antiserum

(in 1% BSA) was added to wells and incubated for 1 h at 37°C .
After rinsing, 25 ul of radioactively labeled anti-rabbit
antiserum was added and incubated for 3 h at 37°C. Controls
consisted of identical wells but with no anti-PV added .

•
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tinued, and BSA was used as diluent in all further assays since this
would eliminate a one-hour step in the RIA procedure and would not
effect the results.
Heasurernent of viral antigen by indirect RIA. After establishing
optimum incubation conditions and the optimum anti-PV dilution , experiments were conducted to determine whether the RIA would detect varying

numbers of virus particles on the well surface.

Replicate wells were

coated with 1 - 1000 pfu of poliovirus and the assay performed as
described.

Controls consisted of wells coated with from 1 - 1000 pfu,

25 ul of BSA diluent
tibody .

(containing no anti-PV), and 25 u1 of labeled an-

The assay did detect the presence of different numbers of viral

particles (Figure 13) .

An average binding ratio of 704% was obtained

when wells were coated with 1000 pfu. 513% with 100 pfu/well. and 148%
when 10 pfu were used.

Even a single pfu resulted in 130% binding over

control wells? but the significance of this small increase is not certain .
The total cpm continued to be much lower than expected (maximum
counts bound were 1639 in wells with 1000 pfu while 25 ul of the labeled
antibody preparation contained approximately 23,000 cpm). The antibody
used in these experiments were labeled in a ratio of approximately one

125

I atom per 100 antibody molecules.
Inhibition assay.

Before the inhibition assay was performed with

different numbers of viruses, it was first necessary to determine the
optimum time of incubation of the sample containing virus with the
antivirus serum .

Equal volumes of a 1:16 dilution of antiserum and

containing 1000 pfu were mixed and incubated at 37°C for 1, 2, and 3 h .
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After

inc~bation,

25 ul were placed into each of several replicate

wells and the remainder of the RIA was performed as described.

There

was little difference in the percent inhibition at the various times
of incubation.

After 1 h of incubation of the anti-PV with the sample ,

wells showed an average inhibition of binding of 96%; after 2 h, the
inhibition was greater than 99%; and after 3 h, inhibition was 94%.

A

one hour incubation time was used in further experiments.
The inhibition assay was performed with from 1 - 1000 pfu/well .
Results were calculated as follows:

the average cpm of control wells

containing no anti- PV (background) were subtracted from the average cpm

of contro l wells containing a 1:32 dilution of anti-PV to determine the
maximum number of counts possible (0% inhibition).

Then background was

s ubtracted from the average cpm of test wells, the percent of total
possible counts calculated , and subtracted from 100 to give percent inhibition.
An average of more than 80% inhibition was achieved when anti-PV
antiserum was absorbed with 100 pfu (Figure 14).
were used, inhibition averaged more than 50%.

Even when only 10 pfu

This indicates that the

inhibition type assay has the potential for greater sensitivity than
does the indirect technique.

Figure 14 .

Poliovirus inhibition RIA. Various numbers of plaque forming
units were reacted with a 1:32 dilution of anti-PV antiserum .
o
After 1 h at 37 C, each test sample was placed in replicate
wells (25 ul) containing 1000 pfu. The test samples were
0
allowed to react in the wells for 1 h at 37 C after which
time they were rinsed and 25 ul of radioactively labeled
anti-rabbit serum antibodies were added. Percent inhibition
of binding by virus in test samples was determined relative
to control wells (containing unreacted anti-PV--IOO% binding
and no anti-PV--O% binding),
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DISCUSSION
Solid phase radio1mmunoassays have been developed in recent years

to detect various viruses such as hepatitis A and B (68, 89), influenza
virus (96), rotavirus (81), hamster, rat, murine and feline Type C

viruses (18, 19. 86), and herpesvirus (31) .

In addition, RIA ' s using

the microtiter system have been used for the quantitation of antiviral

antibodies (22, 89, 107), bacterial toxins (44, 67), and other biologically active substances (29).

Such assays are becoming increasingly

important diagnostic tools because they are generally rapid, sensitive,

and reproducible, and they are relatively inexpensive .

The use of a

micro titer system has the added advantage of requiring very minimal
amounts of reagents and antisera.
The application of solid-phase RIA methodology to the detection
of viruses in water is a novel approach to a difficult and persistent
problem.

An indirect solid-phase assay was chosen over other RIA

techniques due to the increased sensitivity that this method affords
(91) .

Indirect assays have been shown to be more than 62 times more

sensitive than direct solid phase assays, and 400 times more sensitive
than direct inhibition assays (91).

Another important advantage of the

indirect assay is the use of only one radioactively labeled antiserum
for the detection of any number of antigens.
Various factors affect the sensitivity of RIA ' s.

The most impor-

tant of these are the avidity of the antisera for their antigens and
the specific activity of the labeled antiserum .
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In developing this RIA, a single virus (Poliovirus Type I, strain
LSc2ab) was chosen as antigen to facilitate standardization of the procedure.

Large amounts of the antigen were needed to develop the RIA
(coating of wells, inhibition studies, and seeding of samples) and for
the immunization of rabbits to produce antiserum.

Many purification

procedures were considered, particularly ultracentrifugation (54) .
Most antigens used in RIA ' s are highly purified preparations obtained

by sucrose gradient or CsCl gradient centrifugation (55, 81, 91, 96)
either alone or in combination with electrophoresis (89) or isoelectric

focusing (18) .

However, it was decided to use clarified cell culture

lysate as source of antigen for the production of antiserum and use in
the RIA without further purification.

The crude preparation resembles

the organic content of an environmental sample containing poliovirus
more closely than would a purified preparation .
The primary and secondary antisera (anti-poliovirus and antirabbit globulin) had to be produced and fractionated .

The anti-PV anti-

serum was prepared in rabbits according to the protocol of Levinson. et
al. (66) .

It has been established that good anti-PV antiserum is

diff-

icult to prepare in rabbits (108), although anti-PV production is generally successful in larger animals and guinea pigs (82).

Rabbits were

nevertheless chosen due to the ease of handling and caring for such
animals over a long period of time .

Attempts at producing a high ti-

tered antiserum were unsuccessful, with a maximum neutralization titer
of only 1:80 obtained after 7 months of immunization .

Neutralization

titers of up to 21,000 have been reported by other workers (66) .

In
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retro spect , a highly purified poliovirus preparation coupled with the
use of an adjuvant might have elicited a stronger response.

Hampil et

al. (47) reported anti-PV neutralization titers of 10,000 - 25,000 in
horses, cattle, sheep and goats, using ant i gen purified by rate zonal
ultracentrifugation.

In should be noted that approximately the same

number of plaque forming units per inoculation were used in their study
as was used in the attempts reported in this thesis.

High titers

(greater than 16.000) to poliovirus were achieved in monkeys immunized
with crude tissue c ulture or central nervous system preparations of
poliovirus , but in each case, the cr ud e preparation was suspended in

adjuvant (118).
After using this anti-PV ant iserum in the initial RIA experiments,
it was decided to discontinue its further use and to purchase commercially
prepared anti-poliovirus serum.
A horse was the animal of choice for the production of anti-rabbit
globulin antiserum since large amounts of serum could be obtained .

Im-

muniZation with very small amounts of the rabbit globulins (1.0 ml/inoculation) over a long period of time (18 months) was used in order to
optimize the production of antiserum with high titers of antibodies
with high avidity for the antigen.

The production of this antiserum

was completely successful with double gel diffusion titers of more than
16,000 being achieved.
The horse anti-rabbit globulin antiserum was fractionated before
labeling .

This was done so that only the globulins would be radioac -

tiv ely labeled .

Desalting of the ammonium sulfate-precipitated globu-

lins was done on Sephadex G-25 because of the complete separation of
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large moleuclar ~"eight peptides and proteins from the salts obtainable
on this size gel .

Separation

a5 complete and the orignial volume of

t ...

protein so lution was diluted four-fold .

Other methods of obtaining

the globulin fraction of antisera include precipitation followed by

chromatography on DEAE-cel1ulose (44, 89, 114), chromatography on
DE52 ion-exchange resin (106), and precipitation followed by chromato graphy on Sephadex G-200 (12) .
Initially it was assumed the anti-rabbit globulin serum would have
to be labeled to a very high specific aCitivty to achieve the required

sensitivity (calculations, Appendix III).

Hunter conjugation

mp.~hod

For this reason, the Bolton-

of labeling (8) was used since it is a milder

method than the chloramine T technique (52) .

In the Bolton-Hunter

method, the antibody to be labeled is not exposed to harsh oxidizing
and reducing agents or to the radioiodide solution.

Also, the protein

is labeled through free amino groups rather than via tyrosine residues.
The Bolton-Hunter method generally results in labeling efficiencies
comparable to the chloramine T method.

It has been shown that the

conjugation reaction is concentration-dependent, and requires that the
protein be dissolved in a minimum volume (7).
periments confirmed this observation.

The results of our ex-

The greatest labeling efficiency

(58.5%) was obtained when the reaction volume was 20 ul (Table 6).

In

addition, in this labeling experiment, a greater amount of radioactivity
relative to protein was utilized, so the high labeling efficiency cannot be attributed to small reaction volume alone.

Various reaction

times were used and results tvere equally successful at both the shorter

(30 min) and the longer (2.5 h) reaction times .
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This method of labeling is not used extensively because it is
technically more complex requiring more manipulations and is also much
more expensive.
125

The Bolton-Hunter reagent (N- succlnimidyl 3- (4-hydroxy

I-iodophenyl) propionate} remains stable for short periods of time

(up to 3 weeks) which is an important factor affecting the efficiency
of labeling.

Highest labe l i ng efficiencies were obtained (experiment

84 , Table 6) when the Bolton-Hunt er reagent was the freshest.
of the literature revealed that i t is generally used to label

A sea rc h
enz~e

preparations in which tyrosyl residues are known to be present a t the
active site (32) , and routine use of this me t hod fo r labeling of gl obulins is not reported.
Labeling of the horse antibodies was later d one by the chloramine
T me t hod .

This method is by far the most widely used.

rapid and inexpensive .

It is simp l e,

Up to 60% efficiency of labeling has been re-

ported (6) and efficiencies of 20 - 40% are routinely obtainable .

The

labeling efficiencies obtained in our experiments were much lower than
these .

There are probably two major reasons for this: a) the u se of

too little radioactivity fo r the amount of protein being labeled; and
b) t oo high a pH level.

In reports of good labeling efficiency . (6 ,

52 , 81 , 89). very small amounts of protein were used per labeling,
generally only 2 - 15 ug.
500 uCi of Na

125

For this amount of protein. often up to

I would be used .

In our experiments. from 50 - 100 ug

of protein were labeled per experiment using only 100
pH level may also have been a factor .

215 uCi .

The

The chloramine T reaction has an

optimum pH of 7 . 5 (6), while our labeling attempts were conducted at pH
8.0.

A subsequent labeling

attempt in which 30 ug of protein was
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labeled using 500 uCl of radioactivity and careful attention to reaction pH resulted in 51% efficiency of iodination .

In most RIA's, the specific activity of the labeled antibody is
not a major concern.

Values reported range from 60 uCl/mg protein (19)

to 94 , 000 uCi/mg protein (89).

This represents ratios of

antibody molecule of 1 : 240 and 6 : 1 respectively.

125

I atoms/

Purcell et al . (89)

examined in their radioimmunoassay antibodies labeled to different
specific activities and found that each preparation detected their an-

tigen with the same level of sensitivity.

They therefore chose to use

a preparation with a specific activity of 7000 uCi/mg which is a ratio
of 1 125 1 atom/2 antibody molecules.

Antibodies labeled to this de-

gree were successful in detecting low levels of virus (10 plaque forming units) in our assay .
lysate.

The virus, however . was from tissue culture

t-!ore highly substituted antibodies of very high avidity may be

needed to detect viruses at this level in environmental samples .
microenvironment of environmental samples is highly variable

The

with

aggregation and clumping of viruses and adsorption to solids being
affected by pH, ionic st r ength. and organic content .

~owever.

a pro-

tein of higher specific activity may have a reduced shelf life. so the
minimum amount of radioactive substitution that affords the desired
sensitivity and stability should be used.
Initially, the RIA procedure used was as described by Rosenthal
et al . (91).

The virus was allowed to dry onto the well surface at

o

37 C and then fixed with meth.:tnol for 5 min followed by t\vO rinses with
distilled water.

Our initial experiments, in which optimum length of

incubation of the antisera ....'as determined. revealed that non- specific
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attachment of

125

I-labeled antibody to the polyvinyl wells would be a

significant problem, especially at longer incubation periods .

Although

total counts bound increased markedly at longer incubation times, the

percent binding decreased, probably due to non-specific binding, which
resulted in higher background counts in control wells and thus reduc-

tion in the apparent binding ratio .
others working with microtiter

This problem is encountered by

solid~phase

assays (51, 55, 89, 91) .

Rosenthal et al. (91) treated wells with 1% BSA or 1% calf ser um and
found the BSA to be more effective in reducing non- specific binding .
Others have used 0 . 5% BSA (12 , 51).

He evaluated two methods for re-

ducing non-specific binding by saturating any binding sites remaining
after antigen attachment: l} coating wells with 1% BSA; and 2) using 1%
BSA as the anti-PV antiserum diluent.

Perhaps coating with BSA also

masks some specific binding sHes as well as

non~specific.

Therefore,

it was decided to use 1% BSA diluent in all further experiments .
Incubation periods of 1 h for anti- PV antiserum and 3 h for antirabbit antiserum were found to give op t imal binding ra t ios.
for longer times showed no advantage .

Incubating

Since the rapidity of RIA com-

pared to other viral detection techniques is an important factor , the
minimum incubation periods giving suitable results are preferred.
The effect of various anti-PV preparations on the outcome of the
RIA was examined.

There are great differences between antisera with

some preparations being much less effective than others .
The dilution of the anti-PV antiserum is also very important.
Schieble et a1. (96) stated that the dilution of the intermediate
serum in indirect RIA ' s is the most important variable in the assay ,
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and our results support this.

It was observed that a 1:32 dilution of

the anti-PV an tiserum resulted in nearly four times greater percent

binding than other dilutions \vhen all other factors remained constant.
The choice of antiserum as
fore critical.

~lell

as the dilution to be used are there-

Assays should be run each time a new batch of anti-

serum is going to be used to determine the dilution that results in
maximum binding ratios.
After these parameters were optimized, the RIA was used to detect
varying numbers of plaque forming units.

In these experiments, very

high average binding percents (748%) were obtained when 1000 pfu were
u sed to coat wells.

In general, binding ratios obtained in this type

of RIA are much lower than this 050 -350%) .
584% binding resulted.
observed.

When 100 pfu were used.

Even at 10 pfu. a binding percent of 148% was

Binding percents of 150

~

210% are usually considered as

positive for the presence of antigen (44, 55, 89).
th e RIA has a significant degree of sensitivity.

At this point, then,
It is important to

increase this sensitivity to afford the RIA more utility for practical
application.

However, increasing the sensitivity of the assay would

not be difficult.
First, in none of these experiments was the horse anti-rabbit
serum label ed at a ratio higher than 1 125 1 atom/2.S antibody molecules,
and mos t employed antibody labeled much lower than this .

Increasing

the labeling ratio to even 1:1 would significantly increase the sensitivity .

Second, l arge increases in sen sitivi ty should be obtained by

firs t fractionating the horse g lobulins into tho se specific for rabbit
globulin s by affinity chromatography.

labeling of the protein after
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such a fractionation would insure that only specific antibodies were
labeled, and in the assay, all labeled protein would have the potential
for binding rather than as it is now where only about 10% have the
potential for binding. Third, using an anti-poliovirus antiserum of
greater specificity and avidity would further enhance the sensitivity

of the assay .

At present, this is the weakest component of the RIA .

In assays in which binding percents of 150-210% are considered
positive for presence of antigen, the antigen is generally much more
purified than the antigen in this assay.

On a basis of concentration

of protein being detected , this assay appears very sensitive.

If 10

pfu represents 400 viral particles, then the assay at this stage is
.
4 x 10-14 g of Vlrus
.
d e t ectlng
.

This is probably an overestimation of

the assay's sensitivity since there could actually be many more than
40 viral particles present for each plaque forming unit .
The inhibition assay proved to be more sensitive than the indirect
assay .

Hhen anti-PV antiserum was absorbed with 10 pfu, 50% inhibition

of binding was obtained.

This would be the method of choice for

assaying environmental samples .
One observation noted in all RIA experiments per formed is the low
number of counts that actually bind to the wells relative to the total
number of counts placed in the wells.

Generally, only from 1 - 5% of

the counts placed in the wells remain even when maximum binding ratios
are achieved.

This seems to be a universal problem with solid phase

assays in which polypropylene wells are the solid phase.

However, in

most published assays, the percent of counts that bind is usually
higher than 1 - 5%, and often as high as 25% (89).

The theoretical
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maximum is calculated to be 45%.

This phenomenon could be accounted

for if antigen were being washed off the well surface at various stages
of the procedure.

If this is happening. this would also contribute

to the lower s ensitivity of the indirect assay.

Attempts should be

made to insure that the antigen does not wash off the wells during the

rinsing stages, perhaps by altering the fixation technique.
The assay as developed thus far has potential for practical
application .

Isolation and labeling of only specific antibodies.

labeling to higher ratios, use of a better intermediate antiserum. and
insuring that antigen is not lost from the well surface will all increase the sensitivity of the assay many-fold.

The actual processing

of an environmental sample by both RIA and by plaque assay must be
done next to compare the efficiency of detection by the two methods.

APPENDIX I
First agar overlay for Buffalo Green Monkey Kidney

Cell Culture
Quantity (ml/100 ml)

Component

Earle's Basal Salts Solution (lOX)

10.0

Distilled water

31.2

Essential amino acids (SOX)

2.0

Non-essential amino acids (lOOX)

1.0

Sodium pyruvate (lOOX)

1.0

Vitamins (lOOX)

1.0

Glutamine (S%)

0.6

NaHC0

3

(8.8%)

2.S

Serum

5.0

Agarose (1. S%)

50.0

Penicillin (200,000 units/ml)

0.1

Streptomycin (200,000 units/ml)

0.1

Aureomycin (10 mg/ml)

0.5

Amphotericin B (10 mg/ml)

0.05
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APPENDIX II
Second agar overlay for Buffalo Green Monkey

Kidney Cell Culture
Quantity (ml/100 ml)

Component

Earle's Basal Salts Solution (lOX)

10.0

Distilled water

28.2

Essential amino acids (SOX)

2.0

Non-essential amino acids (lOOX)

1.0

Sodium pyruvate (lOOX)

1.0

Vitamins (lOOX)

1.0

Glutamine (5%)

0.6

NaHC0

2 .5

3

(8.8%)

Serum

5.0

Neutral Red 1:1000

3 .0

Penicillin

0.1

(200,000 units/ml)

Streptomycin (200,000 units/ml)

0.1

Aureomycin

0.5

(10 mg/ml)

Amphotericin B (10 mg/ml)
Agarose (1. 5%)

0.05
50.0
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APPENDIX III

Assumptions for the calculation of RIA sensitivity
Number of antibodies that can bind

100

to one virus particle

DPM needed to obtain a workable
counting range

125

Labeling ratio of

1 x 10 7 125 1 atoms

I to antibody

1 - 50
40 _ 10 6

Number of viral particles per pfu
6

4

Safety factor (10 /40)

2.5 x 10

1 pfu/gallon

Level of detection sought

Calculation of RIA sensitivity
1 pfu/gallon x 40 virus particles/pfu x 100 antibody
sites/virus x 50 (or fewer) atoms
62 . 5 (sensitivity factor)

125

I/antibody x

m

6

2 . 50 x 107 atoms
1. 25 x 10 atoms

(low)
(high)

with safety factor :
6
4
10
(2.50 x 10 ) (2.5 x 10 ) = 6 . 3 x l0ll atoms
7
4
(1.25 x 10 ) (2.5 x 10 ) - 3 . 1 x 10
atoms
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APPENDIX IV

Formula for the calculation of absolute
1251 activity by the photo peak-sum peak method

A

where

=

A

=

absolute activity

R = activity of photo peak
1
R = activity of sum peak
2
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